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NASGAR at Daytona

Triumph and Tragedy
Michael Waltrip wins the Daytona 500 in which Dale Earnhardt is killed
BYAL PEARCE

T

he images will forever remain
haunting. How can they be anything else? The eerie, frightening
silence that settled over Daytona
International Speedway moments after
Michael Waltrip won the Daytona 500.
The blue tarpaulin that track workers
and red-clad NASCAR officials threw
over the famous black car wrecked
down in Turn Four. The somewhat
leisurely pace of the ambulance as it
headed from the track toward nearby
Halifax Medical Center.
And finally, the somber tones of
NASCAR president Mike Helton
speaking the unspeakable. "This is
undoubtedly one of the toughest
announcements I have ever personally
had to make. After the accident in
Turn Four at the end of the Daytona
500, we have lost Dale Earnhardt."
Just like that.
In perhaps a millisecond, the most
talented, m ost charismatic, best-known
and most popular driver in stock car
racing was dead. H e died instantly

so

the Turn Four wall on the last lap of
Winston Cup's most important event.
Fox TV replays show Earnhardt
and Sterling Marlin barely touching,
if they touched at all. Marlin was to
Earnhardt's left rear, barely to the
wheel. Ken Schrader was to Earnhardt's
right rear trying to pass on the high
side. Rusty Wallace was directly behind
Earnhardt, drafting in hopes of salvaging a top-five finish in the $11 million
race.
Seconds before Waltrip and Dale
~
Earnhardt Jr. finished 1-2 in Chevrolets
e
t that Dale Earnhardt owned, the company's main man died from what a
~ Volusia County spokesman described
~ as "blunt force trauma to the head." Dr.
~ Steve Bohannon was with one of the
response teams that cut Earnhardt from
Dale Earnhardt lifted NASCAR from a regional
southern sport toa worldwide phenomenon.
his car and transported him to the nearby medical center's Level II trauma unit
at 4:54 on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 18.
when his No. 3 Goodwrench Chevrolet
"We did everything w e could for him,
Monte Carlo twitched once, then .
but he had what I felt were life-ending
injuries at the time of the impact,"
snapped and went almost head-on into

i
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One quarter mile fromthe finish of the 2001
Daytona 500, Earnhardt's Chevrolet came to
rest next to Ken Schrader's Pontiac.
Bohannon said at the press briefing
90 minutes after the accident. "Really,
nothing could have been done for him.
He never showed any signs of life and
subsequently was pronounced dead at
5:16 by all the physicians in attendance.
"He was unconscious and unresponsive from the time of the first paramedic's arrival. He was not breathing
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and had no palpable pulse, and
remained that way. He had blood
in his airway and in his ears that we
see with basal skull fractures, but no
other [visual] evidence of trauma./I
The news devastated the tightknit
NASCAR community, which had
ridden along while Earnhardt and a
half-dozen other superstars took the
once-regional sport to today's dizzying heights. Helton appeared pale and
near tears during the press conference.
Chairman of the board Bill France
dispatched a statement saying stock

car racing had lost its greatest driver
ever and he personally had lost a great
friend. The outpouring of sympathy
and support ranged from President
George Bush to weepy callers on sports
radio talk shows across the country.
Some of those callers angrily questioned why NASCAR didn't require its
drivers to wear the HANS (Head And
Neck Support) device and six-point
harnesses (NASCAR mandates fivepoint belts). Others asked why technology still hadn't offered up energyabsorbing soft walls around racetracks.
A few of those on the sidelines felt
that Marlin was at fault, but stopped
short of accusing him of manslaughter.
Almost unanimously, they decried
the use of restrictor plates that limit
speeds and clump cars together.
Through it all, one theme seemed
to prevail: While many callers said
they weren't necessarily big Earnhardt
fans, they recognized his greatness and
respected what he'd done through the
years. "I never liked the way he drove,"
one man said on a Charlotte-based
overnight show, "but I liked his style
and the way he lived like a man. I
always kept one eye on my favorite
driver and the other on where Earnhardt
was. I'm going to miss booing him./I
Helton has said the HANS device,
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It Doesn't Get Easier

President Mike Helton said NASCAR "recommends" the HANS device but it is not required.

which is required for Champ car
drivers who race on ovals in 2001,
isn't required in NASCAR because
it is still being studied. "NASCAR
recommends its drivers try [the
HANS device]," Helton has said
"to work with its developers to perfect [it] for stock car racing." He
underscored that NASCAR continu es to research safety aggressively,
but won't give details. He said he
doesn't want the sanctioning body
to be cast in a reactionary mode
because of the latest tragedy.
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Is it arrogant to say this loss rests with greater weight in our hearts
than in the hearts of the average sports fan? We mark our lives by defining
moments on the track, and they are as vivid as that first kiss, that first
love, those maternity ward tears of joy.
We remember where we were when Ayrton Senna and Jim Clark and
Peter Revson died. We know where we were when news came of Davey
Allison and Jeff Krosnoff and Adam Petty and Kenny Irwin or Neil Bonnet
or Scott Brayton. We remember them all. None of which makes the most
recent loss easier but just puts what we know into perspective-racing isn't
an easy job.
Last year the NASCAR family lost three talented players in its sport.
When that happened, we did not hear a national hue and cry, nor see allnight vigils, nor watch live television press conferences nor see sportscasters
in somber funeral suits. Yet, when those drivers died, we knew about it.
NASCAR lost its best and brightest in Dale Earnhardt, its most visible
representative, at the Daytona 500. NASCAR lost a man who understood
what it meant to develop a personality and use it to his professional and
financial advantage. NASCAR lost the driver who simultaneously wore
the black and white hats-and was loved and hated and adored. Earnhardt
WQsNASCAR.
The question is what NASCAR will do next. We do not mean about the
re-creation of a rough-and-tumble and humble icon. What will NASCAR do
to prevent the next on-track death?
If you spew the line about maintaining NASCAR as a cost-effective, lowtechnology sport, step out of the pit in which you've been living: The big
bucks have been here for some time. We can understand the need to keep up
th'e appearance of cars looking nearly like those you can buy in dealerships.
We understand the win on Sunday, sell on Monday marketing mantra. And
we even understand the Legislation of Equity NASCAR is famous for maintaining among its ranks.
What we cannot understand-what we flat cannot comprehend-is
NASCAR's unwavering determination to stay in the Dark Ages when it
comes to the safety of its most valued possession: the drivers.
Tomorrow, NASCAR must mandate the Head And Neck Support (HANS)
device for all its drivers, from Winston Cup to Sportsman. No, we do not
know whether it would have had a positive effect at Daytona-and to suggest it might have would be pure speculation. But what if it had? It certainly
would not have hurt.
Tomorrow, NASCAR must mandate the use of data-acquisition devices
like those used in Formula One or Champ cars. This will allow NASCAR
to learn from data gathered in accidents to help designers create and build
safer cars. And please do not use the prohibitive cost card here, either:
Teams already use electronic telemetry devices on Winston Cup cars during
tests and practice, but NASCAR won't allow these data-gathering devices
during races where multi-car accidents can happen. Foolish.
Tomorrow, NASCAR officials must investigate soft-wall technology.
They must investigate materials other than concrete and steel that can be
used to soften the blow of a car traveling at 180 miles per hour at an oblique
angle to it.
Aw, hell with tomorrow. Do it today. Do it right now.
There are no more tomorrows for Dale Earnhardt.
-DUTCH MANDEL
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Still, NASCAR's teams are beginning to understand HANS' importance. For e?tample, Todd Parrott, Dale
Jarrett's crew chief, said he flat will
not allow Jarrett to get back in the car
again unless he has one on.
Ralph Dale Earnhardt began building his legendary resume on the dirt
bullrings of North Carolina in the early
'70s. He took after his father, the late
Ralph Lee Earnhardt, the 1956 champion of what is now called the Busch
Series. They called Ralph "Ironheart/l
in admiration of his gritty determination; years later, Dale would earn the
moniker "Ironhead./1
He made a handful of nondescript
Winston Cup starts between 1975
and 1978 for ex-journeyman drivers
Ed Negre, Johnny Ray, Walter Ballard
and Henley Gray, and innovative
mechanic Will Cronkite. His career
began taking off when he finished
fourth behind Donnie Allison, Dave
Marcis and Richard Petty in the 1978
fall race at Atlanta. He was in the
No. 98 Chevrolet owned by wealthy
California businessman Rod Osterlund.
Osterlund and Earnhardt stayed
together in 1979, when he got the
first of his 76 career wins. It came
in the spring at Bristol, ahead of
some pretty stout competitors: Bobby
Allison, Darrell Waltrip, Petty and
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Mike Helton, above left, and Dr. Steve Bohannon
tell the world that NASCAR lost its franchise
player.

Benny Parsons. Earnhardt was
seventh in points and won rookie of
the year. A year later, he won five
races for Osterlund and added 14 other
top-fives on the way to the first of his
seven Winston Cup championships.
He remains the only driver to be rookie
of the year and Winston Cup champion
in consecutive seasons.
There was a crisis early on when
Osterlund folded his team 16 races
into the '81 season. Earnhardt drove
a few races for Jim Stacy before signing
~ on with Richard Childress for the last
~ 11 races of that season. But Childress
~ was committed to Ricky Rudd for
1982 and 1983, so legendary owner
Bud Moore took a chance and put
Earnhardt in his Fords. In 1984, Rudd
and Earnhardt simply swapped rides.
With that, Childress and Earnhardt
began their more than 17 -year run that
was among the most storied in motorsports history.
The numbers speak of Earnhardt's
success, but not always of his talent.
He made 676 starts, wein 22 poles,
~ 30 outside poles and 76 races. He had
~ 205 career top-fives and 352 top-lOs,
~ and won more than $41 million in his
~ career. His titles came in 1980, 1986,
1987, 1990, 1991, 1993 and 1994. He
was runner-up in 1989, 1995 and 2000,
and had 10 more top-lOs. His second-
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place finish last year revived the
long-dormant hope that he might
still win another Cup and break the
7-7 tie with Richard Petty.
Earnhardt won all the races that
mattered and many that have been
(except by him) long forgotten. He had
only three points victories in Daytona
Beach, but added 31 more in the 125mile qualifiers, the Busch Series, IROC
and various invitational shootouts. He
professed to hate restrictor-plate racing
but found a way to win three points
races at Daytona and 10 at Talladega.
His stock answer when critics argued
that ever-increasing speeds put fans in
danger: Build higher fences.
Most drivers willingly acknowledge
he was the best they'd ever seen. "He
does things with a race car that you
aren't supposed to do," said 1999 Cup
champion and three-time Daytona 500
winner Dale Jarrett. "I think all of us
have seen him do things that couldn't
be done, but he did them and kept on
going like there was nothing to it."
The most recent example: Jarrett
witnessed an Earnhardt moment in
this year's IROC race at Daytona Beach
two days before the 500. Second-running Eddie Cheever squeezed Earnhardt
off the tarmac and onto the grass entering Turn One on the next-to-Iast lap.
Earnhardt skittered half-sideways
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through the dirt and grass, kept his foot
to the floor and deftly drove back up
the apron, onto the high-banked first
turn and kept going. "I don't think anyone outside a race car can appreciate
what we saw down there today," Jarrett
said, motioning toward Turn One.
"He wasn't just sliding through the
grass, he was driving that car, trying
to catch up." When Earnhardt did catch
up, on the backstretch of the cool-down
lap, he nudged and spun Cheever and
went on about his business.
There are some who say Earnhardt
wasn't trying to catch the first- and secc..ond-place cars in the Daytona 500.
!They say his focus over the final five
~ laps was blocking the also-rans so that
§Waltrip and Little E could settle the
500 between themselves-and give the
team a 1-2 finish worth upwards of
$2.3 million. Veteran Earnhardt-watchers agree he was using a lot of track
(when did he not?), but contend he was
simply trying to secure a third-place
finish. The fact that two of his three
drivers were running 1-2 was merely a
happy coincidence.
Much of Speedweeks '01 belonged
to Dodge, both on and off the track.
The Intrepids of Bill Elliott and Stacy
It was a bittersweet win for Michael Waltrip, who
Compton qualified 1-2 amid some
celebrated in victory lane, not knowing his team
owner and friend had died in Turn Four.
quiet grumbling that the fix was
in, that NASCAR was thanking
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Fox fares well in challenging debut
No matter how good Fox's inaugural broadcast of NASCAR's 2001 Daytona
500 was, the event will forever be linked with the death of one of the sport's
~~~.

Bill France Jr. said that with Earnhardt's death,
he lost one of his best friends.

DaimlerChrysler for the millions it
spent promoting its comeback and, by
extension, the 500 itself. Marlin won
a qualifying race and four other Dodge
drivers finished their qualifier in the
top-10 . Three of the 10 Dodges that
made the field combined to lead 93 of
the 200 laps, and Elliott, .M arlin and
Compton finished among the top-10.
Ward Burton led the most laps, but
crashed out when Robby Gordon ignited a 19-car melee on the backstretch at
lap 173. The accident also took out the

/

While Michael Waltrip was on his way to ending his O-for-462 streak with
encouragement from his brother Darrell who was doing duty in the Fox broadcast booth, Michael's boss, driver Dale Earnhardt, was, according to reports,
already dead after having slammed into the Turn Four wall.
Fox viewers left the race not knowing the outcome of the Earnhardt incident. We saw Ken Schrader, who was involved in the wreck, emerge from his
car and walk to Earnhardt's mangled Monte Carlo as rescue personnel arrived
on the scene. Schrader, perhaps sensing the gravity of the situation, simply said
. "I'm no doctor" when asked of Earnhardt's condition by one of Fox's pit
reporters. And the TV captured Dale Jr., who finished second in the race, climb
from his car and instead of heading to victory lane, sprint down pit lane toward
the garage area. But because Fox had already exceeded its allotted time by
30 minutes, viewers were left to wonder if Earnhardt was okay. As we know
now, the seven-time Winston Cup champion was killed in the crash, casting a
pall over the broadcast.
When Fox was announced last year as the winner of the $2.6 billion
NASCAR television rights sweepstakes, race fans were worried the network,
known more for its style than substance (remember blue streaking hockey
pucks?), would somehow taint the sport. Reports of Fox being unwilling to
call cars by their brand names or sponsors' names unless those companies
were in the fold as race broadcast advertisers didn't help the network's warm
and fuzzy factor.
But the broadcast was actually pretty good. With veteran announcer
Mike Joy, who turned in a fine performance in his Fox debut, handling the
race-calling duties, fans were treated to the race analysis from ex-Earnhardt
crew chief Larry McReynolds, and former Daytona 500 and NASCAR champion Darrell Waltrip.
Even the most cynical would have had a difficult time not rooting along
with Darrell as he coaxed his brother around the Daytona International
Speedway on those final laps, reminiscent of CBS announcer Ned Jarrett
calling his son Dale's first Daytona 500 victory in 1993. Darrell followed that
up with a touching tear-filled post-race interview with his brother. Good television all.
During the broadcast Fox unveiled new graphic elements that helped
explain racing subtleties such as suspension (camber) adjustments and what
it means when a driver says his car is "tight." Fox Trax, graphics with
arrows pointing to positions of cars on the track, along with telemetry information, was shown, but was not put to much use. Joy said Fox Trax will be
used more in broadcasts in the weeks to come. A continuous scroll at the top
of the screen contains quite a bit of information, but because of the number
of cars on the track the information is at times out-of-date.
Less effective was the "crank-it-up" feature where Joy encouraged those
with" surround sound" to turn up the volume and" experience the sounds
of NASCAR." This feature did correct a minor criticism of the broadcast: It
kept all the announcers quiet-for a bit. Darrell, we love you, but unless you
slow your pace, you'll run out of stories before season's end.
The Daytona 500 broadcast certainly put to rest fears that Fox's NASCAR
broadcasts would be an amalgam of The Simpsons, WWF and The X Files
rolled into one. But the question for Fox--and NASCAR-is how does the
sport carry on when the show's brightest star is gone.
-ROGER HART
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Results

1. Michael Waltrip, Chevrolet, 200 laps at 161.783 mph
avg. speed; 2. Dale Earnhardt Jr., Chevrolet, 200;
3. Rusty Wallace, Ford, 200; 4. Ricky Rudd, Ford, 200;
5. Bill Elliott, Dodge, 200; 6. Mike Wallace, Ford, 200;
7. Sterling Marlin, Dodge, 200; B. Bobby Hamilton,
Chevrolet, 200; 9. Jeremy Mayfield, Ford, 200;
10. Stacy Compton, Dodge, 200;

•••

11. Joe Nemechek, Chevrolet, 200; 12. Dale Earnhardt,
Chevrolet, 199 (accident); 13. Ken Schrader, Pontiac,
199 (accident); 14. Robert Pressley, Ford, 199;
15. Brett Bodine, Ford, 199; 16. Kyle Petty, Dodge, 199;
17. Ron Hornaday Jr., Pontiac, 199; 18. Elliott Sadler,
Ford, 199; 19. Jeff Burton, Ford, 199; 20. Casey
Atwood, Dodge, 198;

•••
21. Matt Kenseth, Ford, 196; 22. Dale Jarrett, Ford,

Dodges of John Andretti, Jason Leffler
and Buckshot Jones. The only mechanical DNF among the 10-car Dodge stable was Dave Blaney's blown motor at
lap 135. All in all, the 4000 red-clad
Dodge execs and employees in for the
weekend should have gone home
happy.
The 500 win was the first for
Waltrip in 463 career starts dating
to 1985. In the span of a little more
than three hours, he went from being
the losingest active Cup driver to one
of 61 one-time winners. Rick Mast
(0-for-338) is now the tour's losingest active driver, but the late J.D.
McDuffie (0-for-653) remains its alltime leader in futility.
If the futility was a burden, Waltrip
didn't let it show. "I've always known I
could win races if I was in the right situation," he said after the race and
before learning of Earnhardt's fate.
"That losing thing didn't bother me,
but it was just the numbers thing that
people always wrote about. I was O-for462 before this and now I'm 1-for-463.
That's still not a very good record, is
it? "
Waltrip led four times for 27 of the
200 laps, all of them beyond halfway.
He led 102-103, 167-168 then 171-176
before leading the final 17. Ironically,
he took the lead for good by passing

Restrictor-plate racing in NASCAR has been
a point of contention because of the closeness
of the racing. It is also what makes NASCAR
a very good show.
J

186 (accident); 23. Ricky Craven, Ford, 185; 24. TeITY
Labonte, Chevrolet, 184 (accident); 25. Kenny Wallace,
Pontiac, 184 (accident); 26. Mike Skinner, Chevrolet,
183; 27. Jimmy Spencer, Ford, 183; 28. Johnny Benson,
Pontiac, 181 (engine); 29. Buckshot Jones, Dodge, 181
(accident); 30. Jeff Gordon, Chevrolet, 178 (accident);

•••
31. Steve Park, Chevrolet, 177; 32. Jerry Nadeau,

Chevrolet, 176 (accident); 33. Mark Martin, Ford, 175
(accident); 34. Jason Leffler, Dodge, 174 (accident);
35. Ward Burton, Dodge, 173 (accident); 36. Tony
Stewart, Pontiac, 173 (accident); 37. Robby Gordon,
Chevrolet, 173 (accident); 38. Andy Houston, Ford, 173
(accident); 39. John Andretti, Dodge, 173 (accident);
40. 80bby Labonte, Pontiac, 173 (aCCident);

•••
41. Kurt Busch, Ford, 169; 42. Dave Blaney, Dodge, 135
(engine); 43. Jeff Purvis, Ford, 47 (accident)
TIME OF RACE: 3h 5m 26s; victory margin 0.124 second
PURSE: S9,291,741; winner's share Sl,331,185
LAP LEADERS: 49 changes among 14 drivers
INJURY REPORT: Earnhardt (killed in crash); Stewart
(sore shoulder and concussion, treated and released)
POINT LEADERS:
1. M. Waltrip, 180; 2. Earnhardt Jr., 175; 3. R. Wallace,
165; 4. R. Rudd, B. Elliott, 160; 6. S. Marlin, 151; 7. M.
Wallace, 150; 8. B. Hamilton, 142; 9. J. Mayfield, 138;
10. S. Compton, 134
NEXT: Rockingham, N.C., Feb. 25 (1 p.m. Eastern, Fox)
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SEMINAR TOPICS :
The nature of performance
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BACKYARD BUDDY

Automotive Lifts
The lifts that allow you to gain valuable garage space by stacking cars, keep priceless
collectibles out of the weather, and maintain those vehicles in your own garage!

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION
WWW.BACKYARD-BUDDYCOM
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1-800-837-9353

Backyard Buddy Corp , • Niles , Ohio

Earnhardt at lap 184. When
Earnhardt Jr. got by his father two
laps later, he and Waltrip began
building their lead in small increments. "I rode along thinking I was
in the wrong place," Waltrip said.
"I didn't know if I c€mld hold them
off when they came after m e. I kept
waiting for it, and it never came."
By the time he and Earnhardt Jr.
took the five-to-go signal, Waltrip
began to think he might just pull
it off. At the white flag, he and his
teammate were so clear of their
third-running owner and the rest
of the pursuers that it was obvious
that one of the t eam's drivers was
going to give the company its first
Daytona 500 victory.
The only thing missing from
the victory lane celebration was the
man who made it happen. "I know
he wrecked down there and I hope
he's okay," Waltrip said. "I'm just
so thankful for what he did for me,
and this is how it all turns out. But
it doesn't all seem exactly right to
me at this moment."
An hour later, he found out it
never will. It might not exactly
seem right to NASCAR ever again
either. Yes, NASCAR drivers will
race at Rockingham on Feb. 25, and
in fact Earnhardt Jr. faced the television cameras the night of his father's
death and said "He would have
wanted us to go on racing so that's
what we're going to do."
Richard Childress Racing plans
to go on immediately as well. Word
from that shop is at Rockingham,
the famed black No. 3 car with the
white Goodwrench logo, will become
a white No. 30 car with the sponsor
logos in black. The Childress team
is talking to both Wally Dallenbach
Jr. and Rick Mast about interim
drives, with plans for Childress
Busch Series driver Kevin Harvick to
assume the ride later.
How does NASCAR fill this huge
void? How does NASCAR survive
what Bill France called "the toughest period in NASCAR history"?
It might never be able to, but the
NASCAR show never ends. Said
France, "It's going to take time, but
life has to go on." •
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